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ABSTRACT
Sound predictions based on the wave theory were car-
ried out on HVAC duct networks. This requires the
driving wave pressure amplitude and the characteris-
tic reflection factor for every port of every compo-
nent, and the complex coherence of the driving wave
pressure and the characteristic transmission factor be-
tween every two of the ports of every component.
Determination techniques of these acoustic properties
in the presence of airflow, and an acoustical assembly
procedure of the component acoustic properties in a
large-scale duct network are newly developed. Their
effectiveness was confirmed by an experiment on a
small-scale duct network.
Predictions by the energy base method used widely in
the area were compared with those by the wave theory
on HVAC duct networks for several office buildings.
Consequently, it has been found that the energy base
prediction easily gives about 10dB under-estimation
in terms of outlet 1/3 octave band PWL.

INTRODUCTION
In HVAC duct systems, sound prediction at lower fre-
quencies below a few hundred Hz is most important at
the building space design stage, because absorbing lin-
ers are ineffective and installation of silencers of
roughly a half wave length cannot be afforded after
this stage.
The energy base prediction method (EGM) of
ASHRAE [1] has been widely used in the area since
1940s. In this method, the sound pressure magnitudes
of the connecting ducts can be determined explicitly
through subtractions of the sound energy transmission-
losses and additions of the generated sound energies
at every component from the fan towards terminals in
turn. All the contributions of the reflected waves are
disregarded there. This reflection-free model makes
the prediction procedure extremely simple, but reduces
the reliability significantly.
In contrast, the wave base prediction method (WVM)
by means of the complex sound pressures has been
used to estimate the acoustic performance of reactive
silencers in exhaust systems of internal combustion
engines. The roles of the reflected waves are essential
there, and the complex sound pressure amplitudes must

be determined implicitly. Implementation of this was
possible even under poor computation circumstances
of several decades ago, because an exhaust system has
no branches and consists of only a few acoustic com-
ponents that are simply connected in series. The trans-
verse dimensions of the pipes are small there, and the
fundamental mode plane wave theory covers the im-
portant audible frequency range.
Today, even a personal computer makes it possible by
means of the wave theory to predict the acoustic per-
formance of a HVAC duct network with a few hun-
dreds of branches.  To realize the wave base predic-
tion, component acoustic properties and procedures pe-
culiar to this prediction must be prepared. In charac-
terizing the active and passive acoustic properties of a
component in the presence of airflow, a two-step de-
termination method was developed. In this method the
passive properties determined first and the active prop-
erty determined next. To suppress undesirable flow in-
duced microphone outputs, externally superimposed
acoustic signals and additional two microphone sig-
nals are utilized for passive and active property mea-
surements, respectively. The passive properties were
determined also by numerical simulations based on a
sub-region BEM (Boundary element method) and/or
FEM (Finite element method).
An assembly procedure of these component properties
into the combined properties in a duct network was
newly developed. To confirm the effectiveness of these
techniques and procedures for wave base predictions,
an experimental test was conducted on a small-scale
duct network. The agreement between the experiment
and the prediction was excellent.
On the other hand, a HVAC duct network has rather
large transverse dimensions, and the effectiveness of
the fundamental mode wave theory is limited to a lower
audible frequency region. The energy base method is
still important for most of the audible frequency re-
gion until acoustic properties of every component be-
come available for higher order modes. To investigate
the reliability of the energy base prediction method,
simulations were carried out on several realistic HVAC
duct networks, and comparisons were made between
the results of the energy and wave base methods.
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Fig. 2 Characteristic acoustic properties
        of a component.

Fig. 1 A typical HVAC duct network of tree-type.
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DUCT NETWORK CONSTRUCTION
HVAC duct networks of tree-types are considered here
as shown in Fig. 1. A duct network is subdivided into
its components through their connecting ducts. The
connecting duct must be straight and long enough to
have the acoustic far field region from the
discontinuities. Acoustically, it takes at least a few
times of distance compared with the duct transverse
dimension from the discontinuities for the evanescent
waves to die out. It takes much more distance from
the discontinuity for the fluid flow to reach a fully
developed flow. An acoustic interface (a port) in the
far field region is taken in each of the connecting duct.
In order to facilitate the design iteration process and
visualization of the results, an add-on computer code
for automatic 3D-geometry generation of a duct net-
work from input data was developed on a commercial
PC-CAD platform with a program language.
The input data are the air quantity requirement of ev-
ery outlet and the 3D geometry of the duct route by a
single line representation. Fortran codes were made to
automate the procedures to determine the duct sizes
taking the balance of the airflow rates at each branch
take-off and to determine the traveling sound pressures
from each component acoustic property in a duct net-
work.
The network topology was constructed by giving both
a local port index number (defined in a component)
and a global index number (defined in the network)
for every port, and handled through the global port
index. The output information is primarily on the round
and rectangular duct size, the flow rate and airflow
pressure and the traveling and local sound pressure
magnitudes in every connecting duct. Interfaces from
the output numerical data to several 3D graphical pre-
sentations were also made.

ACOUSTIC EXPRESSIONS OF A
DUCT COMPONENT

Acoustic properties of a component
Considering only the fundamental mode wave trans-
mission of a single frequency here, the acoustic far
field of a connecting duct can be represented by the
complex pressure amplitudes of the outgoing and in-
coming waves Ka  and Kb  at every port K  as shown
in Fig. 2. The complex amplitude of the sound pres-
sure Kp  and the outward normal particle velocity Ku at
the port can be written as

        )1( KKKKK Rabap +=+= ,                (1)

         cbau KKK ρ/)( −=                              (2)

where ρ  is the density of air, c  is the sound speed of
air in still, and KR  denotes the pressure reflection fac-
tor defined as

        KKK abR /=  .                                      (3)

For a component of M  ports, applying the superpo-
sition theorem we have [3]
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where the passive property IJτ denotes the character-
istic transmission factor representing the contribution
of Jb  to Ia , as its special case II  τ  is the characteris-
tic reflection factor. The active property Ig  denotes
the driving wave pressure originated from the compo-
nent going outward at its every port I . The driving
wave pressure agrees with the pressure ( III pag == )
at every port I , when all of the ports are anechoically
terminated ( 0=Jb for every MJ ,,2,1 L= ).
By considering Eqs. (1) and (3), Eq. (4) can be writ-
ten as
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Load-combined passive properties
Eq. (4) can be rewritten as

         ∑
=

=
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JIJI ag
1

η                                      (6)

by employing the load-combined passive property

IJη defined as

        JIJIJIJ Rτδη −=                                   (7)

in which 0=IJδ for JI ≠ and 1=IJδ  for JI = .
By using Eq. (1), Eq. (6) is rewritten as
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where

        )1/( JIJIJ R+= ηξ .                               (9)

The inverse expression of Eq. (6) is represented as
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where IJζ is an element of the inverse matrix

MMIJ ×}{ζ of  the matrix MMIJ ×}{η  .

Active properties for a partially coherent source
When the pressures between the ports of an active com-
ponent are partially coherent, we take the ensemble

average of the cross-spectrum  between pressures of
every two of the ports. Taking the cross-spectrum

2/* >< JI gg  between the driving wave pressures

Ig and Jg of Eq. (8), and the cross-spectrum

2/* >< JI aa between the outgoing wave pressures  Ia

and Ja  of Eq. (10), we have
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where the asterisk (*) denotes the complex conjugate,

and the angle bracket (< >) denotes the ensemble aver-

age. 2/* >=< JIIJ ppS  is the cross-spectrum between
the pressures of every two of the ports.  When JI = ,
the cross-spectra are the power-spectrum (or the mean
square amplitudes) of every port I  , i.e.,

         2/2/
2*

 IIIII pppS =>=< ,               (13)

                  2/2/
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                  2/2/
2*

III aaa =><                  (15)

where the absolute symbol (| |) denotes the ensemble
averaged absolute value.
The cross-spectra can be represented by means of the
root mean square amplitudes and the complex coher-
ence factors )( p

IJµ , )(g
IJµ  and )(a

IJµ  between the port
pressures, the driving wave pressures and the out go-
ing wave pressures, respectively, of every two of the
ports I  and J   as
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DETERMINATION OF ACOUSTIC
PROPERTIES OF A COMPONENT
Among the HVAC duct components, acoustic property
data available to the wave theory, IJτ and Ig , are lim-
ited except the passive properties of a few basic ele-
ments such as straight ducts of acoustic far field, open
ends, junctions with sudden change in cross-sectional
aria, side branches, orifices and Helmholtz resonators.
For most of the HVAC duct components, although ap-
proximate acoustic properties can be given by modify-
ing existing data for extremely low frequency region,
highly reliable acoustic properties must newly be pre-
pared.
The passive property IJτ for a component is rather
easily determined numerically as well as experimen-
tally when airflow has only minor effect. However for
the active property Ig  caused by airflow, numerical
determinations are in its beginning, and experimental
determinations are still important [5-9]. For an active
component such as a fan, a damper, and so on, both of
the characteristic passive and active acoustic proper-
ties IJτ  and Ig were determined experimentally here
by applying the following two-step determination
method [2,3].

Determination of passive properties
In the passive property determination, an external test
signal Ne  was superposed from outside of every port

MN ,,2,1 L= in turn, and the cross-spectrum between

the signal Ne  and Ip  of Eq. (5), 2/* >=< INNI peS  ,
was taken in experimental measurements, i.e.,
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where the driving wave pressure term was disregarded
because the driving wave pressures are independent
of the test signal.
To determine the reflection factor KR  for every port

MK ,,2,1 L= , a microphone was employed at 1K  in
addition to the primary microphone at every port K .
The location of the primary microphone K  defines
the location of the port K  in each of the connecting
duct K . The distance Kl  between these microphones

K  and 1K  in the axial direction of every connecting
duct K  was taken small compared to half the shortest
wavelength of interest. The reflection factor  KR  was
determined by using a modified version of the two-
microphone method [4], i.e.,
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(a) Energy  reflection  coefficients

(b) Energy  transmission coefficients

Fig. 3 Passive properties of a branch take off
         determined from BEM.
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where 1−=j , k  denotes the wave number.

         2/* >=< KNNK peS                               (21)

and

         2/
11

* >=< KNNK peS                             (22)

are the cross-spectrum between the test signal Ne  and
the microphone output Kp , and that between Ne  and

1K
p , respectively. Undesired microphone outputs

from ambient noises and the flow-induced microphone
noise as well as the driving wave pressures indepen-
dent of the test signal die out through those cross-
spectrum measurements [11].
Eq. (19) contains MM ×  equations. Given NKS  and

1NKS  for every K  for every N , the total MM × un-
knowns kjτ  can be determined by solving Eq. (19)
simultaneously.

When the sound pressure distribution for every super-
imposed test sound Ne  is given through numerical

simulations, the sound pressures )(N
Kp  and )(

1

N

Kp  for
every K  for every N  instead of NKS  and 

1NKS , and
Eq. (5) but disregarding Ig , instead of Eq. (19) can
be used.
For several types and sizes of duct elbows and branch
takeoffs, silencers and so on, the passive properties
were determined by applying Eq. (5) and giving pres-
sure distributions by numerical simulations based on
FEM and/or BEM [12]. Fig. 3 shows the passive prop-
erties in terms of the energy transmission factors of a
branch takeoff used in the subsequent simulation of a
HVAC duct network.
For acoustically active components such as axial fans,
centrifugal fans, volume dampers, the passive proper-
ties were determined by experimental measurements.
Fig. 4(a) illustrates the semi-axial fan of domestic use
applied in the subsequent simulation. Fig. 4(b) and
(c) shows the acoustic passive properties of the fan
under operation, determined by applying Eq. (19) and
the cross-spectrum measurements. The properties are
evaluated at the blade location 1 and 2 as shown in
Fig. 4(a).

Determination of active properties
In this stage, removing the externally superposed test
sound, every cross-spectrum IJS  of Eq. (16) and ev-
ery power spectrum IIS   of Eq. (13) were measured.
While the contribution of the flow induced microphone
noise on each cross-spectrum IJS  can be suppressed
rather easily by taking large distance between every
two of the ports, I  and J , compared to the correla-

tion length of turbulence, that on each power-spectrum

2/*
 >=< IIII ppS  can not be suppressed in this man-

ner.
In the measurement of each power-spectrum IIS  , an
indirect measurement [3] was introduced by employ-
ing two microphones at 3K  and 4K  in addition to the
primary microphone at K  which defines the location
of the port K  in each of the connecting duct  K  as
mentioned previously. These additional microphones

3K and 4K , and the port microphone K  were located
at large distance from each other in every connecting
duct K  compared to the correlation length of the tur-
bulence. The indirect measurement of every power-
spectrum IIS   uses the relationships

        ><
>><<

=><=
43

34
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***

 
22 II

IIIIII
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pp

pppppp
S

              4334
/ IIIIII
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where

        2/
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        2/*

33
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(b) Magnitude of the passive properties.

(e) Coherence between the driving wave pressures.

Fig. 4 Acoustic properties of a semi-axial fan in operation, at mean airflow velocity of 3.8 m/s.

(d) Magnitude of the driving wave pressures.

(c) Phase of the passive properties.
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and nearly perfect coherence between the acoustic
pressures at those microphones is assumed.
The load-combined passive properties IJη  between
every two of the ports I  and J  have been determined
previously. By making the measurement of IIS  for ev-
ery port and IJS  between every two of the ports, the

power-spectrum 2/* >< II gg 2/
2

Ig=  for every port

and the cross-spectrum 2/* >< JI gg between the driv-
ing wave pressures of every two of the ports can be
determined explicitly by using Eq.  (11). From these
power- and cross-spectra, the coherence factor )(g

IJµ of

every two of the ports, I  and J , can be given, if re-
quired, by applying Eq. (17).
The acoustic active properties of the semi-axial fan
shown previously in the Fig. 4(a) were determined ex-
perimentally in this manner. For this fan [13], as shown
in Fig. 4(d) and (e), the driving wave pressures to-
wards both intake and discharge sides are, roughly

speaking, similar in magnitude 21 gg ≅ , though par-

tially coherent 1)(
12 <gµ .

ASSEMBLY OF COMPONENT
PROPERTIES IN A DUCT NETWORK
When the contribution of  the active properties of a
component to all the connecting duct pressures in a
duct network  is considered, this component is called
active component and the other components are re-
garded as passive components (see Fig. 1). Every com-
ponent can be an acoustically active component and
contributes to the sound pressure of every connecting
duct. Since the active properties of different compo-
nents are independent each other, the mean squared
sound pressure in every connecting duct is simply the
sum of those from all of the components with active
properties. The following procedure is carried out for
every component with active properties in turn.
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Fig. 5 Characteristic and load-combined
         transmission factors.
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Fig. 6 Experiment on a small scale duct network.
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Determination of pressure transmission factors
For a passive component in a network as shown in
Fig. 5, from Eq. (4) and Eq. (2) but disregarding the
active property term, we have

        J

M

J

JIJII TRT ∑
=

+=
2

1 ττ

                         ),,2,1( MI L=                   (27)

where the port of the active component side is taken
as port 1 and the pressure transmission factor JT  is
defined as

        ),,2,1(     ,/ 1 MJaaT JJ L== .            (28)

For a passive component, from Eq. (28) and Eq. (1),
we can relate the mean squared magnitudes of the out-
going wave pressure and the local sound pressure at
every port to those at the port 1 as

         
2

1

22
aTa JJ = ,                                  (29)

         
222

1 JJJ aRp += .                           (30)

Given the terminal-side pressure reflection factors LR

fo r  ML ,,2 L= ,  we  can  de te rmine  JT  fo r
MJ ,,2,1 L=  by solving Eq. (27) simultaneously.

Considering the traveling wave directions defined in
each component with a common port, 1/1 T  is the load-
side reflection factor of the neighboring component
of the active component side.  These factors of every
component can be determined from every one of the
terminals towards the active component in turn [14].

Determination of outgoing wave pressures
of an active component
For an active component in consideration, given the
load-side reflection factor JR  and the acoustic prop-
erties IJτ , the load-combined passive property IJη  of
every two of the ports I  and J , can be obtained by
applying Eq. (7). The mean squared magnitude of the

outgoing wave pressure 2/2/|| *2 >=< III aaa  of ev-
ery port I  can be determined explicitly by applying

Eq. (12) with IJη  and 2/* >=< JIIJ ggS  given.

Determination of outgoing wave pressures
of a passive component
For every passive component from each port of the
active component towards the terminals (inlets and
outlets) in turn, by giving the mean square wave pres-
sure of the active component side 2/|| 2

1a , those of

the terminal side 2/|| 2
Ja  can be determined by us-

ing Eq. (29) and the load side pressure transmission
factor JT .

Determination of outgoing wave pressures
of a passive component in energy base method
A simulation by the energy base method (EGM) is
simply attained by discarding all the reflection factor
of every port of every component. The implicit deter-
mination process of the transmission factor JT  of Eq.
(27) is not required and Eq. (27) becomes simply

1JJT τ=  for MJ ,,2,1 L= . The outgoing wave pres-
sure determination process of Eq. (12) also can be

omitted and Eq. (12) becomes simply 
22

II ga =  for

MI ,,2,1 L= , since KLKL δη =  for Eq. (7).
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Fig. 7 Comparison of outgoing wave pressure magnitudes
         by wave base prediction (WVM) and by energy base prediction (EGM).

(c) Spectra in connecting duct C-51
      as shown in figure (b), when Γ=0.6 dB/m.

(d) Spectra in connecting duct C-51
       as shown in figure (b), when Γ=0 dB/m.

 (b) 1/3 Octave-band sound pressure levels
        in every connecting duct of 3rd floor.

 (a) A HVAC duct network used for comparison
      between WVM and EGM.
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For every passive component from each port of the
active component towards the terminals in turn, by giv-

ing the mean square wave pressure of the active com-

ponent side 2/|| 2
1a , those of the terminal side

2/|| 2
Ja  can be determined by using Eqs. (29) and

the characteristic transmission factor 1Jτ  instead of

JT . For the mean square amplitude of incident wave

pressure 2/|| 2
1a  of the component directly connect-

ing to the port K  of the active component, that of the

driving wave pressure 2/|| 2
Kg  of the active compo-

nent is simply applied.

EXPERIMENTAL TEST OF
WAVE BASE PREDICTION METHOD
The effectiveness of the introduction of the complex
 passive and active properties, IJτ ,  and =IJS

2/* >< JI gg  , in sound predictions of HVAC duct
networks, sound pressure calculations and experimen-
tal tests were conducted on a small scale duct network
as shown in Fig. 6(a). In this network, the active com-

ponent is only the semi-axial fan shown previously.
The passive properties for the components other than
the fan in the network were determined by means of
FEM and/or BEM, disregarding stream effects.
Fig. 6(b) shows a narrow band power spectrum, in terms
of 4 Hz bandwidth power level, PWL(4), of the sound
radiated from the terminal T4, as a typical, of the duct
network of Fig. 6(a). The energy base method (EGM)
gives under- and over-estimation by over 10 dB at many
frequencies.
Instead, the wave base prediction method (WVM)
gives excellent agreement with measurement, taking
into consideration of the following phenomena. The
energy loss caused by incompleteness of the duct ri-
gidity tends to appear significantly at the resonant and
anti-resonant frequencies. Ambient noises are likely
to mask the radiated sound at the frequencies of low
power levels in the measurement.
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COMPARISON OF ENERGY
AND WAVE BASE PREDICTIONS
Simulations by energy and the wave base prediction
methods were carried out, and the comparisons were
made for fundamental plane wave mode on HVAC
duct networks of office buildings of several stories of
several floor areas as shown in Fig. 7(a). A negligibly
small reflection of the intake side of the fan, 02 ≅R  ,
was assumed here, and then only the driving wave pres-
sure amplitude of the delivery side, 1g , is required
among the acoustic properties of the fan. A power
spectrum density of 80 dB at every frequency was
given for 1g  in terms of the sound power level.
Fig. 7(b) shows the magnitude of the traveling wave
pressure K

a  of every port K  in terms of the 1/3
octave band level in each connecting duct of the net-
work for rigid ducts (the attenuation constant 0=Γ
dB/m) at center frequency of 125Hz.
Fig.7(c) and (d) show the spectra of K

a  of the port

K  of a connecting duct as a typical, in terms of the
spectrum density and the 1/3 octave band power spec-
trum for 0=Γ  and 6.0=Γ dB/m, respectively. Since
the attenuations of straight ducts Γ  (dB/m) are diffi-
cult to estimate, the simulations were carried out for
feasible values of Γ . When the ducts are very soft as
much attenuation as 6.0=Γ dB/m, the difference be-
tween the results of both methods is not large. It should
be noted that, when the ducts are rigid, the energy
base method frequently gives under-estimation by
about 10 dB, even in terms of the 1/3 octave band
evaluation, in the outgoing wave pressures of the con-
necting ducts and in the outlet sound powers.

CONCLUSIONS
Several techniques and procedures for the wave base
sound prediction of a HVAC duct network were imple-
mented.  A two-step determination method was devel-
oped to obtain the amplitude and coherence of the
acoustic driving wave pressure besides the character-
istic reflection and transmission factor of every port of
a duct component. The effectiveness of these was con-
firmed by an experiment on a small-scale duct network.
From the sound simulations on several HVAC duct net-
works, it was found that the energy base method easily
gives under-estimation in the outlet sound powers by
about 10 dB in 1/3 octave band evaluation when the
ducts are rigid.
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